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UK Energy Policy Goals

 Multiple long-term national policy goals bring imperatives to 
transform the energy system

• Low/Zero Carbon, Energy Security, Affordability, Environment



Many Scenarios?

http://my2050.decc.gov.uk/
http://my2050.decc.gov.uk/


People Bring Uncertainty to Transitions 
Butler, C. et al (2015) Energy Policy,87, 665–672.

 Publics are deeply implicated in how energy systems are 
shaped, used and implemented

Energy producers & consumers 

Active proponents & protesters

Citizens with voting powers



‘The Carbon Plan’
UK Department of Energy and Climate Change, December 2011



Attitudes to Energy System Change Project: 
Background

Key project frames: 

Whole-system,  Trade-offs, and Social contracts
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UKERC Project Overview (Jan 2011-July 2013)

WP 1: Scenarios

• Scenario 
Adaptation, Expert 
Consultation & 
Material 
Development

• Review work

• 18 Interviews

• Advisory Panel

• Technical expertise in 
project team

WP 2: Qualitative

• Deliberating Energy 
System Scenarios & 
Trade-offs

• 6 full day deliberative 
workshops (N = 68) in 
Edinburgh, London, 
Cardiff, Cumbria, 
Glasgow, Merthyr

• Conducted by 
research team June –
Oct 2011

WP 3: Quantitative

• National (UK) Survey: 
Attitudes toward 
Whole Energy System 
Transformations

• GB nationally 
representative (N = 
2,441)

• Conducted online 2-
12th 2012 August by 
Ipsos MORI



Work Package 2: Public Deliberations

 6 one-day workshops 
in 2011(Wales, Scotland, England)

• Capital Cities plus ‘energy locations’

 Diverse sample:
• Gender

• Age

• Ethnicity

• Educational qualifications

• SEG
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Demski, C.C., Spence, A. Pidgeon, N.F. (2017). Nature Energy, 2, article 17027. 



The My2050 tool
Demski, C.C., Spence, A. Pidgeon, N.F. (2017). Nature Energy, 2, article 17027. 
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The British public wants and expects change with
regard to how energy is supplied, used and governed.

They do not prioritise the demand
over the supply side, or vice versa, in terms of being a

greater priority for change.

Above all renewable supply, reduction in fossil fuel use and ‘waste’

More conditional support for deployment of nuclear, and carbon 
capture, and electrification in home and transport 

Importance of taking a LONG TERM view and,
respecting underlying VALUES FOR CHANGE but 

DISTRUST in actors to achieve meaningful change



Public VALUES for Energy System Change

Reducing the use of 
finite resources

Reducing overall 
levels of energy use

Environmental 
protection

Naturalness and 
Nature

Avoiding waste

Efficient

Capturing 
opportunities

Availability and 
Affordability

Reliability

Safety

Autonomy and Freedom

Choice and Control

Social Justice

Fairness, Honesty 
& Transparency

Long-term 
trajectories

Interconnected

Improvement 
and quality

Parkhill et al (2013), UKERC; Demski et al (2015) Global Env. Chg., 34, 59-69.
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“NOT FINITE” “CLEAN”

“FAIR”
“JUST”

It’s not about the technology, it’s about the values !

“AUTONOMY”



Example – Biofuels and CCS as ‘Non-Transition'  

 Negative conceptions of things not seen as 
involving real change (or non-transitions) such as 
Biofuels, or CCS

Non-transition - Biomass…
Fiona - It’s another oil and you would exploit countries 
who will allow you to have land and everyone else 
wants that land so I think you would end up with more 
wars and water issues.

Cheryl:- Yeah it feels like a step backwards… it feels like 
come on guys, we can do something better than that. I 
don’t know what it is about it, maybe it is because it’s 
just burning stuff, it doesn’t seem very sophisticated or 
sustainable and it seems like they have just panicked 
and said we’ll just burn stuff. (Cumbria)



Social Contracts –
Why Have a World When you Can’t Visit it?

Irene:- Something I 
wouldn’t change is not 
eating meat [laughter 
and agreement from 
group] (Merthyr)

…in my eyes it may be a silly thing to say, why have a world 
when you can’t visit it? Why have other counties when you 
can’t go there.  It seems silly that we can’t visit other 
countries and cultures and actually learn.  What is there to 
learn in life?  (Nigel, London)

Jeremy:- And no way in the world will I 
give up eating meat, I don’t care, may 
the world come to an end tomorrow 
(Glasgow)

On flying…
Amy:- …Tenerife, I go a lot and my family used to live in the 
states and I went a lot out there, so here there and 
everywhere, I am a retired lady now and I worked all my life, 
every day of my life, and now I think, “well I should just 
enjoy myself” so I do. (Glasgow)



Source Dietz et al (2009), PNAS – US data



Emerging Issues - the Circular Economy and Low 
Material Futures



Effective ‘Behaviour’ Change

 A Variety of Approaches

 Combined Programs Best
• Regulation and/or Incentives

• Infrastructure Change

• Trusted Intermediaries and Suppliers

• Information 

• Social Support / Changed Group Norms

• Persistence and Evaluation

See House of Lords (2nd report 2010-11)



Three frameworks for 
understanding energy behaviours

• Information on energy 
costs and benefits leads 
to reduced energy use –
through citizen choice, 
decision making and 
behavioral  ‘nudges’ 

Rational 
choice

• Shared practices (of 
work, communicating, 
mobility, caring for 
others) and the 
associated 
infrastructures 
surrounding us 
constrain most 
possibilities for choice

Social Practice 
Theory

• Putting the person back 
into energy practices – as 
feeling, caring subjects 
whose lives are connected 
to others and within wider 
communities 

Psych-social 
Studies
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– ‘Energy Biographies’

www.energybiographies.org

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/index.asp
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/index.asp


The Energy Biographies …and Energy Stories

 Energy policy and research all 
about making stories –stories 
of big and small transitions

 EBs approach: can 
biographical stories tell us 
about the complexities of how 
we use energy in everyday 
life?

 3 waves of multimodal 
engagement with participants 
over one year (2012-3) 

• Participant photography of 
everyday energy use

• Viewing films of energy 
futures and the everyday



Energy Biographies: heating & the 
‘good life’

“Cos we love being outside, we just love that 
you can you know go, we were sitting out 
there one evening … it was like midnight and 
you could have a drink outside still and it’s so 
lovely here cos it’s so quiet and everything so 
but you wouldn’t have been able to do it 
without that […].  So that’s our kind of, we 
know it’s really bad but we’re still going to use 
it.”

“[…] we have a log fire and they’re probably 
super inefficient aren’t they in heating a 
room? […] we’ve put massive radiators in our 
new house cos its really Victorian, tall 
ceilings, and so we just don’t need a wood 
burner to be on at any point but actually it’ll 
sort of make the room  […].”



Energy Biographies – Overarching Insights

 Energy often intangible and invisible in everyday life – but 
brought into view here through methodological innovation

 Focus and attention was re-directed at issues generally not 
regarded as important in contemporary studies of energy 
demand (psychosocial investments and identities)

• Changes in energy use can create concerns about everyday 
dependences on energy and about not being able to live a 
worthwhile life (LAWL)

• LAWL means keeping alive valued identities, desires and 
relationships with others

• Identities are shaped by emotional investments in other 
people, but also in devices, everyday practices and also by 
entanglements with wider infrastructure 

 But  studying the ‘emotional labour of meaning making’ 
around energy still in its infancy?



Concluding Comments

 Assuming that transition is simply a matter of technology 
portfolios, or economic drivers, is a (major) mistake

 Since, people and communities are deeply implicated in future 
energy system transition

 UKERC project shows the basis of a broad ‘societal consent’ around 
sustainable energy transition could be achieved (how to start that 
conversation with UK society?)

 Even if infrastructure changes rapidly, Biographical work has shown 
people’s deep emotional and affective investments in present 
identities, relationships and material objects (so need to engage 
with these so as to make a different future?)

 New social challenges (and opportunities) will arise around more 
radical Circular Economy proposals 
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Challenges of National-Level Public Engagement
Pidgeon, Demski, Butler, Parkhill, Spence, Proc Nat Acad Sci USA, 2014

 Opening and Maintaining 
Deliberative Spaces with 
Diverse Publics

 Systems Thinking and 
Problem Scale

 Providing (Balanced) 
Information and Frames

 Accessing Broader Values


